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I first read Sydney Castle’s transcription of Thomas Page’s “Notes & 

Jottings” in 2012.  I was totally fascinated with this document and 

spent the rest of the year using it to aid my research and knowledge 

of this branch of my family.  By November I realized that it not only 

contained helpful family information but also references to both 

national and international events of Thomas’s time (for example, the 

first battle of the Crimean War) and to his social life (Clam Suppers 

at various inns must have been one of a variety of social events of 

the time).  In addition I found numerous names of neighbours, 

acquaintances and others who shared the times in which he lived, 

mainly recording their births, marriages and deaths.  He wrote in an 

entirely unemotional manner almost as if he was an impartial 

onlooker, even when noting the births and deaths of his children or, 

indeed, the day his father, Isaac, took him to court! 

I made enquiries about publication of his original journal but its 

current whereabouts is unknown and all we have, at this time, is the 

transcription - please note that some of Syd’s pages are missing.  I 

hope the lack of verification will not detract from the usefulness and 

enjoyment of the variety of entries in this document.  To assist, 



particularly those of you who do not have a family connection with 

Thomas but are hopeful that he may have mentioned their ancestors, 

I have added an Index.  This is principally an alphabetical list of 

persons who appear within the transcription together with occasional 

references to places and events but not every entry is included.  It is 

worth noting that Thomas was a plumber but his instruction on how 

to plate a looking glass probably comes under the well known 

warning “Do Not Try This At Home”! 

Please note that, in keeping with Syd’s faithfulness to the journal, I 

also have stayed true to Thomas’s text and have made no 

alterations, which include his spelling.  All my comments, suggested 

spellings and other additions are italicized and within brackets ( ) to 

distinguish from Thomas’s original work.  A few have a query (?) 

where I have been unsure of the accuracy of my research. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronwen J Bartram - January 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





















































































































































 


